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“News” refers to novel“News” refers to novel

information about recentinformation about recent

affairsaffairs



News in History

Source

https://www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=188579&picture=town-crier


 

Within journalism, “news”Within journalism, “news”

refers to novel informationrefers to novel information

about recent affairs about recent affairs that is inthat is in

the public interestthe public interest



News and Newsgathering

The emphasis on public interest is influenced by

principles from the 

This view considers newsgathering to be an important

activity, which is oriented around the systematic

collection and distribution of novel information

Similar to what we call “reporting” today

‘Professional’ reporting is a historically recent development,

though

Age of Enlightenment

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_Enlightenment


“The News”

Source

https://www.newseum.org/todaysfrontpages/?tfp_display=list&tfp_id=WSJ


News and “The News”

“News” and “the news” are modern cultural constructs

that reflect the society they’re embedded within

They are, therefore, not natural things that just ‘exist’

The dominant ways of thinking about “news” and “the

news” reflect the historical development of

newsgathering in those places



News and Newsworthiness

Constructions of “news” and “the news” also reflect

who has the authority to define “news” and

newsworthiness

Determining “the news” requires someone to define what news

is important as well as what is important about that news

We can thus also think about “news” more broadly as a

form of knowledge about the world we live in

Those able to determine “the news” thus have considerable

power in shaping our perceived realities



Key Takeaways

In journalism, “news” refers to novel information about

recent a�airs that is in the public interest

Newsgathering, as a distinct professional activity, is a

historically recent development

“News” is a modern cultural form; not a natural thing

that just “exists”

Those recognizes as stewards of “the news” have

power in shaping perceptions of reality

News can also be understood as a form of knowledge


